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a b s t r a c t
As portable electronics become more advanced and alternative energy demands become more prevalent,
the development of advanced energy storage technologies is becoming ever more critical in today’s
society. In order to develop higher power and energy density batteries, innovative electrode materials
that provide increased storage capacity, greater rate capabilities, and good cyclability must be developed.
Nanostructured materials are gaining increased attention because of their potential to mitigate current
electrode limitations. Here we report on the use of vertically aligned multi-walled carbon nanotubes
(VA-MWNTs) as the active electrode material in lithium-ion batteries. At low speciﬁc currents, these VAMWNTs have shown high reversible speciﬁc capacities (up to 782 mAh g−1 at 57 mA g−1 ). This value is
twice that of the theoretical maximum for graphite and ten times more than their non-aligned equivalent.
Interestingly, at very high discharge rates, the VA-MWNT electrodes retain a moderate speciﬁc capacity
due to their aligned nature (166 mAh g−1 at 26 A g−1 ). These results suggest that VA-MWNTs are good
candidates for lithium-ion battery electrodes which require high rate capability and capacity.
Published by Elsevier B.V.

1. Introduction
Batteries are one of the most heavily utilized mobile energy
sources in today’s world. They are used in a wide variety of portable
electronics such as cell phones and laptops, hybrid automobiles,
and orbiting satellites. Although batteries are employed in a broad
range of applications, they continue to experience limitations as
energy and power requirements escalate with the evolution of
technology. This has led to increased interest in the development
of electrode materials and processing capabilities necessary to
enable high-performance, next-generation battery systems that
can deliver large amounts of energy at high rates [1–4]. Nanostructured materials offer a potential solution to this problem. Due
to their nanoscale dimensions and greatly increased surface area
compared to conventional electrodes [3–6], increased energy storage capacities and rate capabilities are possible through much faster
interfacial and solid-state diffusion kinetics.
A wide variety of nanostructured materials are currently being
explored for both the negative and positive battery electrodes
[7]. This includes, but is not limited to, cobalt oxide [8] and
phospho-olivine [9] nanoparticles, cobalt oxide [10] and silicon
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[11] nanowires, and iron oxide/copper [12] and tin/copper [13]
nanorods. Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have also been examined
as negative electrodes [14–17]. Although CNTs and other negative electrode nanomaterials have been shown to exhibit similar
or greater capacities compared to the commercial lithium-ion
battery standard of graphite (maximum theoretical capacity of
372 mAh g−1 ), they do not improve on graphite’s moderate rate
capability [18]. Studies suggest that aligned CNTs could allow for
better contact with the current collector and increased ion diffusivity to signiﬁcantly improve bulk electron transport properties
thereby allowing for improved rate capabilities [19–22]. Recent
works by Chen et al. [23], Pushparaj et al. [24], and Masarapu
et al. [25] have incorporated aligned CNTs into lithium-ion battery electrodes. However, capacities of 265, 110, and 250 mAh g−1 ,
respectively, were obtained at low discharge rates possibly due to
poor electron transport resulting from of poor contact between the
CNTs and their current collectors.
In this study, we investigate the electrochemical properties of
vertically aligned multi-walled carbon nanotubes (VA-MWNTs) for
lithium-ion battery negative electrodes. The VA-MWNTs are supported at their base by a thin nickel metal ﬁlm, which acts as a
support to the nanotubes, helping to maintain their alignment. The
nickel ﬁlm also acts as an excellent current collector due to the intimate contact with the MWNTs. The alignment of the MWNTs in the
direction of ion diffusion in a battery cell signiﬁcantly increases the
accessibility of the electrode interior to the electrolyte. The lithiumion storage capacity and rate capability of the aligned nanotubes are
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Fig. 1. SEM images of a VA-MWNT (a and b) and a non-aligned MWNT (c and d) electrode. TEM images of a VA-MWNT electrode showing the loose graphene layers (e) and
the graphene nanotube edges (f) within the internal nanotube structure.

shown to be signiﬁcantly improved compared to the non-aligned
case.
2. Experimental
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and energy dispersive
spectroscopy (EDS) were performed on a FEI Quanta environmental scanning electron microscope. X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns
were recorded using Cu K␣ radiation on a Bruker AXS D8 Discover spectrometer in transmission mode. Transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) was performed on a Philips CM 200 LaB6 transmission electron microscope. Raman spectroscopy was done on a
Renishaw inVia Raman microscope. Electrochemical characterization was carried out at room temperature in an argon ﬁlled glove
box with a two-electrode cell. Lithium metal foil (Aldrich) was

used as the counter electrode. The electrodes were separated by
a Celgard® 2400 battery membrane soaked in a liquid electrolyte
solution consisting of 1.0 M lithium tetraﬂuoroborate (LiBF4 ) in
ethylene carbonate (EC)/diethyl carbonate (DEC) (1:1, v/v ratio)
(Aldrich) solution. The VA-MWNT and non-aligned MWNT electrochemical measurements were performed galvanostatically with
voltage limits of 0.02/3.6 V and 0.02/3.0 V vs. Li/Li+ , respectively, at
various discharge speciﬁc currents using a Keithley 2410 Source
meter or a Maccor 4300 Battery testing system. All electrochemical measurements were carried out inside an argon gas ﬁlled glove
box (H2 O and O2 limit <1 ppm) with a Swagelok® test cell. A standard charge speciﬁc current of ∼50 mA g−1 was utilized to ensure
complete lithium-ion extraction unless a lower speciﬁc discharge
current was employed, in which case the lower value was used
for charging. The masses of the VA-MWNT and non-aligned MWNT
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electrodes were obtained by subtracting the mass of the nickel ﬁlm,
which was calculated from SEM micrograph dimensions, from the
total mass of the CNT and nickel ﬁlm.

3. Results and discussion
The VA-MWNTs were synthesized via the pyrolysis of iron(II)
phthalocyanine (FePc) on a quartz substrate under Ar(g) /H2(g) at
800–1100◦ C according to published procedures [26,27]. A thin
layer (3.5 ± 0.3 m) of nickel, a non-lithium alloying metal, was
sputtered onto the top surface of the VA-MWNTs, followed by
treatment with a hydroﬂuoric acid (HF) solution (10–40%, w/w),
producing a free standing ﬁlm of open tipped VA-MWNTs on nickel.
Fig. 1a and b shows SEM images of the nanotube electrodes. Fig. 1e
and f shows TEM images of the internal structure of the nanotubes.
They were 8.6 ± 0.3 m in length with an average outer tube diameter of 77 ± 23 nm and wall thicknesses of 10–15 nm. The bunching
of the VA-MWNTs, evident in Fig. 1a, results from drying the tubes
following the HF treatment step in the transfer of the VA-MWNT
ﬁlm from quartz to a nickel substrate. XRD analysis revealed a wellgraphitized material with a graphene interlayer d-spacing of 3.35 Å.
Additionally, Raman spectroscopy showed prominent features at
1354 cm−1 , indicative of the disorder (D) peak usually assigned to
the K-point phonons of A1g symmetry typical in polycrystalline
graphite, and at 1584 cm−1 (G peak), which is common in single
graphite crystals and is attributed to the zone centered phonons
of E2g 2 symmetry. The non-aligned MWNTs, shown in Fig. 1c and
d, were obtained using the same synthetic procedure as for the
VA-MWNTs except that following nanotube growth, the ﬁlm was
treated with HF to remove the quartz substrate. The nanotubes
were then dispersed in ethanol by ultrasonication and ﬁltered onto
a 1.2 m PTFE ﬁlter. Nickel was then sputtered onto one side of the
non-aligned nanotube mat. The non-aligned MWNTs are comparable in tube length, diameter, and wall thickness to the VA-MWNTs.
Electrochemical half-cells were ﬁrst assembled using lithium
metal and VA-MWNTs (without any polymeric binders or conductive carbon additives) as the electrodes. A porous polypropylene
ﬁlm inﬁltrated with a solution of DEC, EC, and LiBF4 was placed
between the electrodes to act as both separator and electrolyte. Galvanostatic cycling measurements were then performed on these
cells at a range of different charge/discharge rates. The voltage
proﬁle of the VA-MWNT electrodes, shown in Fig. 2a, exhibited
a stepwise behavior similar to graphite and other carbonaceous
materials during the initial segment of the ﬁrst discharge [28].
The presence of two declining voltage plateaus, at 1.41 V and
0.77 V, account for the irreversible speciﬁc capacity loss (Qirr ) and
are attributed entirely to the electrolytic degradation of DEC and
EC, respectively, which result in the formation of a solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) layer. The formation of this SEI layer is an
irreversible process and is critical in creating a stable electrolyteelectrode interface [29]. Similar plateaus are also observed in the
non-aligned MWNT electrode as shown in Fig. 3a. These plateaus
are clearly recognizable as large peaks in the differential capacity plots of Figs. 2b and 3b (−dQ/dV = discharge, +dQ/dV = charge).
It should be noted that these peaks disappear after the ﬁrst discharge cycle and do not occur in subsequent cycles indicating the
complete and stable formation of the SEI layer. The Qirr is fairly
high due to the signiﬁcantly increased surface area of the nanotube
ﬁlms as compared to standard graphite electrodes [4]. SEM images
of pristine and cycled VA-MWNT electrodes, as shown in Fig. 4,
reveal a conformal SEI coating of the nanotubes as well as SEI particles of various sizes attached to the exposed end and sides of the
nanotubes. Energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) was utilized to
analyze the SEI on the cycled VA-MWNTs which showed the presence of oxygen and ﬂuorine not originally present in the pristine

Fig. 2. VA-MWNT voltage proﬁle for the 1st discharge/charge and 2nd discharge
cycles (a) and differential capacity plot of the 1st, 2nd and 30th discharge/charge
cycles (b).

(pre-cycled) and control VA-MWNT electrode. The control sample, which underwent no cycling, was prepared by evaporating the
electrolyte solution from the surface of a pristine VA-MWNT electrode. The presence of oxygen and ﬂuorine in the cycled VA-MWNT
electrode clearly indicated the formation of the SEI.
Following the SEI formation during the ﬁrst discharge cycle,
Figs. 2a and 3a show a steady decline until a major plateau at 0.20 V,
after which the voltage continues to drop until the discharge voltage limit was reached. The presence of this plateau suggests that a
phase transition is occurring which, to the best of our knowledge,
is not typically observed in MWNT electrode systems [3,30–33].
Additionally, this behavior seems to disappear in the non-aligned
MWNT electrode following the ﬁrst discharge cycle. This is presumably related to the non-aligned nature of the nanotubes inhibiting
the ability of lithium ions to be inserted and extracted from the nanotube electrode. An additional effect of the nanotube alignment, as
seen in Figs. 2 and 3, is the electrochemical behavior that occurs at
>0.75 V and that is not apparent in the non-aligned MWNTs. From
the second through the thirtieth discharge cycles of the VA-MWNT
electrode, a peak at 0.96 V was observed along with the peak at
0.20 V (the peak at 0.96 V was presumably present during the ﬁrst
discharge cycle but was masked by the SEI formation). However
for the non-aligned MWNT electrode, only the peak at 0.20 V was
observed. These peaks are also consistently observed in the charge
cycles, indicating that they are not associated with SEI formation,
but they occur at higher voltages and with rather signiﬁcant voltage
hysteresis. The 0.96 V discharge peak corresponds to 2.16 V upon
charging and the 0.2 V peak corresponds to 1.40 V. There is very little change in these voltages from the second to the thirtieth cycle
indicating that a stable and reversible electrochemical process is
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Fig. 3. Non-aligned MWNT voltage proﬁle for the 1st discharge/charge and 2nd
discharge cycles (a) and differential capacity plot of the 1st, 2nd and 30th discharge/charge cycles (b).

taking place. Although the exact nature of the electrochemical process is yet uncertain we believe that it may result from the insertion
and extraction of lithium ions into the VA-MWNT cores and into the
spaces between the nanotube bundles. A previous study by Yang et
al. indicated that lithium ions inserted into the core of CNTs exhibit
higher voltage electrochemical behavior around 0.90 V [34]. This
behavior is supported by the fact that the non-aligned MWNTs do
not exhibit a higher voltage peak in Fig. 3b. The non-aligned nanotubes are not as conducive to ion insertion into the core as are the
vertically aligned nanotubes and so no peak is observed.
The cyclability of the vertically aligned nanotubes is signiﬁcantly
enhanced compared to the non-aligned nanotubes as seen in Fig. 5.
The speciﬁc capacities of both the VA-MWNTs and the non-aligned
MWNTs as a function of cycle number are shown in Fig. 5a, while
the voltage proﬁles for these cycles are shown in Fig. 5b and c. After
the irreversible capacity loss of the ﬁrst cycle (Qirr ), the reversible
capacity (Qrev ) of the VA-MWNTs decreases from 980 mAh g−1 to
a minimum near the tenth cycle, after which it increases slightly
and stabilizes near 750 mAh g−1 . Qrev for the non-aligned MWNTs,
on the other hand, continuously decreases from 158 mAh g−1 to
58 mAh g−1 by cycle number 34. The alignment of the nanotubes
in the direction of ion diffusion allows lithium ions to more readily
access the open nanotube ends and signiﬁcantly increases the Qrev
of the VA-MWNTs compared to the non-aligned MWNTs. The TEM
images in Fig. 1e and f shows that the internal core of the nanotubes
contains irregular structural features such as loose graphene layers (red circles) and graphene nanotube edges (blue circle). These
structural features signiﬁcantly increase the effective surface area
of the nanotubes and provide more defect sites at which lithium
ions may be adsorbed to the surfaces of loosely bound graphene

Fig. 4. EDS spectra taken from a pristine, cycled, and control VA-MWNT electrode
showing the presence of an SEI layer (a). SEM images of a pristine (b) and a cycled
(c) VA-MWNT electrode illustrating a conformal SEI coating and particles on the
nanotubes.

layers or to hydrogen-containing edge carbon sites [35–37]. The
increased storage capacity may also be a result of the intimate
contact between each of the individual VA-MWNTs and the nickel
metal current collector. The intimate contact ensures that each
MWNT maintains electrical continuity to the current collector and
is able to participate in the cycling of the electrode. In the case of
the non-aligned MWNTs, each nanotube is likely not in contact with
the current collector but relies on contact between the nanotubes
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Fig. 6. Speciﬁc capacity as a function of speciﬁc current for VA-MWNT and nonaligned MWNT electrodes.

small dimensions and weight of the nanotube electrodes. When
comparing the VA-MWNTs’ volumetric capacity, 395 mAh cm−3
(corresponds to 782 mAh g−1 ), to the theoretical maximum volumetric capacity of graphite (833 mAh cm−3 ), much higher material
densities would be required to realize practical electrodes with high
total capacities. Various approaches to increase the VA-MWNTs
material density are currently being explored. The non-aligned
MWNT electrodes exhibited rate capabilities that were considerably lower than the VA-MWNT electrodes. The highest value of
Qrev was 169 mAh g−1 at 50 mA g−1 and this declined to 26 mAh g−1
at 1200 mA g−1 . The higher rate capability of the VA-MWNT electrodes is a direct result of the nanotube alignment and supports the
notion of lithium ions accessing the interior of the nanotube.
4. Conclusions

Fig. 5. Speciﬁc capacity as a function of cycle for VA-MWNT and non-aligned MWNT
electrodes at similar discharge rates (a). Voltage proﬁle of cycles 2–34 for VA-MWNT
(b) and non-aligned MWNT (c) electrodes.

resulting in a higher effective resistance and lower overall storage
capacity.
The rate capability of the aligned and non-aligned nanotubes is
shown in Fig. 6. The largest value of Qrev for the VA-MWNTs was
782 mAh g−1 at 57 mA g−1 , which is more than twice the maximum
theoretical speciﬁc capacity of graphite. The capacity decreased as
the current was increased presumably due to the kinetic limitations of ion diffusion that come into play at high current densities
[38]. Nevertheless, high reversible speciﬁc capacities were maintained even at very high discharge rates. Qrev did not fall below
166 mAh g−1 until discharge rates exceeded 26 A g−1 . It should be
noted that we believe the very high discharge rates are due to the

We have shown that vertically aligned MWNT electrodes can
lead to higher storage capacities and signiﬁcantly higher rate capabilities compared to graphite. The rate capability reported here is
substantially greater than any value previously reported for carbon
nanotube electrodes [14–17,23,24,30–33,35,37] and emphasizes
the role that structural order can play in electrode performance.
Alignment of the MWNTs in the direction of ion diffusion led to an
increase in both the storage capacity and the rate capability. These
results support the notion that lithium ions access the internal
core of the nanotubes which contain loosely bound graphene layers
and graphene nanotube edges. These structural features increased
the effective surface area of the electrode and presumably provide
defect sites with which the lithium ions interact. Additionally, the
intimate contact between each of the vertically aligned nanotubes
and the nickel metal current collector provides a low resistance
pathway allowing for effective connectivity throughout the electrode. Furthermore, if the material density can be increased and
the irreversibly speciﬁc capacity decreased, the large reversible
speciﬁc capacity of the aligned carbon nanotubes and their ability to maintain moderate speciﬁc capacities at very high discharge
rates make this concept attractive for high power lithium-ion batteries.
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